Extract from the register of associations as of October 27, 2021

General data
Responsibility State Police Directorate Vienna, Department of Association, Assembly and Media law matters
ZVR number 982950065

Club data
Name OpenStreetMap Austria, short name "OSM-AT"
Headquarters Vienna (Vienna)
c / o Markus Mayr
Address for delivery 1180 Vienna, Schopenhauerstraße 59/4
Country Austria
Creation date 10/21/2010

statutory
Representation regulation The chairman represents the association externally.
The deputy chairman represents him in the event of his absence.
Written copies of the association must be valid
the written consent of the chairman and the secretary, in
Money matters (= financial dispositions) of the chairman and the
Financial officers.

Organizational representatives
Chairman
Power of representation May 7, 2020 - May 6, 2022 (term of office)
Family name Mayr
First name Markus
Title (in front)
Title

Vice Chairman
Power of representation May 7, 2020 - May 6, 2022 (term of office)
Family name Bösch-Plepelits
First name Stephan
Title (in front)
Title

Finance officer
Power of representation May 7, 2020 - May 6, 2022 (term of office)
Family name Kaiser
First name Robert
Title (in front)
Title

Secretary
Power of representation May 7, 2020 - May 6, 2022 (term of office)
Family name Wenzl
First name Norbert
Hints

This extract contains information about those persons who are founders or Processor on the basis of the law (§§ 2 Paragraph 2 or 30 Paragraph 1 VerG) or as Organ representatives according to the association's statutes to represent the association are authorized to the outside world.

With the exception of representation by an officially appointed liquidator
This information is also based on information from the persons concerned or the association about his representation relationships and the representation regulations in the present association statutes.

In this respect, it is neither determined nor confirmed with binding effect, that the named persons actually have these functions legally valid hold or had.

The trust in the correctness of this information is protected as far as not someone knows or must know their inaccuracy (Section 17 (8) VerG).
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Information on checking the electronic seal or the electronic
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grade This document was officially signed.